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MICROCOMPUTERS
IN THE SCHOOL OFFICE

Microcomputers can astly improve the .

fficiency of data management, data analysis, awl
nit:lions In the school. office.

mil ntation,, however, should be carefully . ,

planned In a vanes, with attention to relative.cost
for erudite obtained,. appropriateness of software
and hardware to tasks required, and potential
osc Illy risks.

/
What administrative fUnctions an micreirmputers
pirform?.

As John Lihdelow 'has observed, "asking what,
ompUters are good for In educetiohel management Is
kin to asking what administrators do with their

time." That is, micig000mputers have the potential
to help you, the school administrator, celery out

,I virtually,all of your primary duties of managing
,personneir money, programs, and physical resources.

. / Indeed, anything that involves gathering,
/ assessing, manipulating, updating, or disseminating
/ Information can be made easier with a
/ microcomputer. Hence, ooMPuterising,opirations is

likely to be worth. the investment when (1) missive
engounts' of ,,data are to be processed, (2) processing
Is highly repetitive, .and/or (3) 'speed of
processing is. of great importance.

The administrative uses of micr000mputirs' fill '
Into fou.broad categories* data management, data
analyile, word-processing, and communications. A
brief sample of the eohool records that den be
stored and manipulated by microcomputers. Includes'
student rowel*, pelonnel records, inventorlie of

.school equipme.;, f;.tnoirI records, and spiels',
management ream!'', tout, ,..,. transportation, food
service, energy managenxio.., 'arid sOorte proirem
management).

Beside. storing large quantities of
information for'espy access, inforocomputera can
alto be': potent tool in aridly:01g data. The
electronic spreadsheet, for example, shows.

' Instantly the overall ramifications of any
alteretIon Ins school budget 'or other, quantifiable
data, such.. as enrolknent projections, time
schedules, or test averages.' Other available ,

software permits the user to translate raw data
'into bar graphs, pie graphs, and labial, or to
perform oomplex celoulatibns in s 'fraction of the
time otherwise 'required. , ..

Word processing Is easily, the most
fat- reaching innovation in,wigitten communication
since the typewriter or..the-printing press.
Currently available. word processing programs enable
administrators to compose, address,, revise,
Garnet, combine, rearrange, or delete' written' oopy
before it aver 'reaches dopers, and then to' print
multiple letter - perfect copies in a wide.varlety of
foretstspmeddressed land personalised, if
nentedry. Versatile grephicsprogreate offer the '

some 'flexibility with anything that can be driven in '

bias* and, white or in color.
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Communicationsthe linkage of microcomputers
with ohs another or with a mainframe
computerinclude such oppileations as eleOpionii
mall (replacing the burden of.interof lice
correspondence) and rows to bibliographic
databsies (ERIC is an exiMple) and information
utilities such as The source. Through' the use of a

`modem, administrators can thus tren.form'their
micros into terminals for sending or receiving
information, via.teephone lines, to and from
another computer anywhere in the district- -or
indeed, in the world. An' advanced form of
communication li the, local area network (described
below).

What steps should'rtake to computerize my
school office?

Because of the rapid progress, in microcomputer
technology, a well-conceived 'plan in designing and
implementing a computer system Is sesentiel. There
are th-res basic steps' (1) deli& what functions .

should be automated end In what order of priority,
(2) Identify software that best automates these

. functions, and (3) identify herdwere that rune the
'elected software.

. Ih developing a priority list of leeks to be,
computerized, you should conduct a cost- benefit
analysis for, each lunction'oonsidered, making sure
In each case that a oomputer-based solution is most
coil-effective. Cerefully outline user
requirements for oath tiek,, with Input from all
potential Users. Oeyelop a timeline based on
priorities; and assign specific responsibilities to
staff, members for lenpietnentation.

Lindelow suggests that 'word prodessing is
good place to start in computerizing school

,operations, since word processing programs an
normally easy to taillt and therefore quickly 'dispel
"computer phobli.." From there, the next step Is to
explore electronic spreadsheets and other
quantitat!ve analysis' programs, b Aore making final
decisions about data management system.

'Flow do I select software' and hardware?

. In reviewing software, the most important
, prerequisite is tri.be wall informed of the range of

option's for each task. ', software of general
applicability le likely, at first, to be, more
cast- effective, flexible, and available than
softWare designed etnolficelly for functioniOf
eduoational administrstioh. Consider such factors
as availability of support from supplier (including
user training and foliowup advice, refundability,
and a discount on.multiplo oeplel), a balance
between, flexibility and Me of use, and
oeffipatIbIllty with' other software. With regard lc
the Mater, the 111MoompatIbla M11.13011 'microcomputer
epetelingeyetem has recently emerged as the
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industry standard for administrative use in both
the .publIc.end private sector.

The current trend In computerized .

administration is toward "Integrated monagernent"
systems, which combine' database management prows,
sprezicishelts , word processing, graphics, and.

, communication in a single 'versatile program. One
step in this direction-le "database management
systems" (DBMS), which combine record keeping and
data analysis in one system.

Determlnation'ofhardwars'ehrvid 'than be based
on the selected software. 'The minimum .

.microcomputer configurstiOn for adminiitratIve
purposes should include a standard typewriter
keyboard, en 80-character wide screen with a
diagonal mesa are of at least 12 Inches,
132-column wide dot Matrix or character-impact
printer, a 64K memory, end two floppy disk drivels.,
In considering...the cost of the overall 'system, ,

include maintenance, software, and training, slang
with initial purchase, cost.

What should 1 know about. local area networks?,.
A' local Ikea' network (LAN) interconnects

computers and their peripherals by .wires.and cables
so that information can In transmitted at high
speeds over 'limited distances- between offices, .

cseroome, or buildings. 'Unlike the modem, which
allows two computer, to communicate vie telephone
lines, local area networks can tie together @large
number of users simUlteneously.

Local area networks have been commercially.
available for only a short time. Current systems,
according to Philip Pieta, have four major .. . ,

limitations, 11) the need for network management,
(2) the shortage of technical support from retail
store: and network Vendors, (3) the lack of
multi-user database management system software, and
(4) the leek of network versions of popular
applications software.

.0t Neese, the latter three are. likely to
improve with time, but network management will be a
major challenge to the educational. administrator.

.AI Pielehas observed, "Someone has to take
responsibility for such things at Installing and
debugging the network, writing special programs so
'single-user applications software will operate
officiently.on.the network,, Writing a network
users' guide,-end managing printer access and
output....Such a person must have a combination of
problernasolving, skills, systems- programming
expertise, and management training or eXperience."

In short, you will need to.,treln erhire
network, manager -- possibly .as a full-Wee
position-;.if you choose to install a !ocal area
network. At present, the best recourse le to wait,
or to install a small low-cost prototype network in
order .to lain hands-On experience with the emerging
LAN technology.

What about security?

Computerization poses a.range of hew concerns

for the security of school reciirdel'especielly
when q local area network. gives many users access
to the database. For this (men, a key criterion
In evaluating data management software is how much
and what kind Of security ..it provides. Ideally,
programs shnuld provide for. accessibility to
different parts of the database' by people with
different levels of security authorisation through
a system of passwords, locking Codes, end so,forth.
But ironically , the more integrated a.dete
management system becomes (that is, the more
accessible by related software or..by multiple
, users), the greeter the security.riske become as
well, .

Programs have yet .to be 'written for local area
, networks that will allow 'demi of school records

to many different users (i.e./teachers, counselors,
and administrators) and et the same time restrict

"access
by some users to certain fields within a

database. Database security, remains one of the
major Challenges of the comptiter age.
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